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Details of Visit:

Author: Poll
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 28 Jan 2011 12:30
Duration of Visit: 60 min
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

More descrete than some other establishments in MK however not quite as nice as the more
modern types of apartments no en-suite however clean and functional.

The Lady:

I would not describe Helen as absolutely stunning however she is very very attactive with a lovely
body and a wonderful personality.
Her hair was somewhat darker than the redhead pictures, wasnt a problem for me.

The Story:

This was just a wonderful experience, I have been punting for many years and can count the
exceptional ladies on one hand. I would say Helen is without doubt the most exceptional by far.She
has many reports which are all good but I never build my hopes up too high as I have been
dissappointed in the past and end up wondering what all the fuss was about and also the
authenticity of the reports.
We started on the bed with DFK and I mean proper DFK no holding back a full on snog as you
would with a regular partner. We then got undressed with OWO and RO with fingers which she
loves and orgasms easily. The OWO is full on deep throat up to the hilt with some anal stimulation
by finger its the best you will ever get. Helen is very perceptive and able to recognise if you are
about to cum and will slow things down accordingly what a woman. On with the condom for some
cowgirl followed by mish with her moaning beautifully I could hold back no more and cum with 20
minutes to spare. We rested up for 5 minutes laying on the bed chatting and playing with our bits
and to my surprise Helen aroused me once more. (not the norm)
Round two started and finished quite quickly with me pumping away like a mad thing and Helen
communicating words of encouragement in my ear and enabling her this time to achieve a
penetrative orgasm, as I said before what a woman! If you are a serious punter you must see Helen
she is undoubtedly the best! she just loves sex has a fantastic personality and needs to completely
satisfy her guests. A word of warning she is difficult to book on the same day I had to make an
appointment 24 hours in advance. I very rarely see girls twice however Helen will be an exception
also I must experience the DT CIM!!!!  
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